Custom seating
and wheelchairs
catalogue

Essential information
Ordering
Choosing to partner with us guarantees:

Welcome
Welcome to the Ortho Europe wheelchairs and
seating catalogue which contains information on our
full range of clinical seating solutions. Ortho Europe is
part of Ability Matters Group, a major UK provider of
orthotic, prosthetic, posture and mobility services.
Ortho Europe works in partnership with renowned
national and international suppliers to provide an
extensive wheelchair and seating product range that
is designed to provide everyday independence for its
intended users and options to support their lifestyle
choices and activities.

Quality
We operate in accordance with ISO Standard 13485 for
medical devices and hold ourselves accountable to rigorous
standards to ensure we provide only the very best quality
products. Our production facilities use world-leading
technology to manufacture bespoke devices which match
the user’s requirements exactly, and we complement this
with an extensive range of stock items from some of the
industry’s leading wheelchair and seating suppliers.

Clinical expertise
Every product we offer is thoroughly assessed from a
clinical perspective, making sure they work in practice –
not just in theory. This is done with the help of a team of
clinicians from Ortho Europe’s sister company, Opcare: a
rehabilitation service provider.

Innovation
We are committed to driving the field forward and
pioneering new technology, with the aim of discovering
even better solutions for customers and users alike. Each of
our factories employs CAD technology, and utilises multiaxis robot carvers to ensure a high level of precision from
start to finish.

Customer-focused service
Your needs, whether as a clinician or a user of our products,
are of paramount importance to us, and remain at the heart
of everything we do. We strive to meet those needs, from
offering helpful advice to delivering a quick turn-around
and providing reliable devices.
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Please provide the following information when placing an
order:
Official purchase order number, if applicable
Product code and any other required specification
Contact name and telephone number
Delivery and invoice address
For orders placed by telephone, any confirmation
paperwork should be clearly marked ‘CONFIRMATION’
to avoid order duplication.
Ortho Europe can accept orders by the following methods:
Telephone +44 (0) 1235 552895
Email ukorders@ortho-europe.com
Post Ortho Europe Ltd, Ability House, Nuffield Way,
Abingdon OX14 1RL

Despatch

Returns

Usage

Unless otherwise requested,
orders will be despatched on
a standard 24 hour delivery.
If you require orders to be
delivered on a more urgent
service, the following
deliveries
are offered at a charge:

Please call our customer
services department to obtain
a RMA (return materials
authorisation) number.
Customer services will then
send you a copy of the RMA
via email or fax. Please enclose
this RMA with the goods upon
return. This will ensure that
your return is processed in a
timely manner, crediting your
account.

All products are sold for single
patient use. All warranties are
rendered void if a device is
re-used for another patient.

All goods returned must be
returned within 30 days, in
original packaging and resaleable. Goods which are
non-stock, soiled, obsolete or
more than three months old,
will not be accepted for refund
or return. The company
reserves the right to charge
delivery costs and/or a 20% fee
to cover administration,
inspection, re-packaging and
re-stocking costs.

For full terms and conditions
please visit our website:

First class pocket post
Next working day
before 5.00pm*
Next working day before
12.00 noon*
Next working day
before 10.00am*
Next working day
before 9.00am*
Saturday delivery*
Same day delivery*
* Please note some services
are not guaranteed due to
geographical regions. Please
contact customer services
to confirm delivery options.
All received orders will be
confirmed via email.

Terms & Conditions

www.ortho-europe.com/terms-conditions/

ortho-europe.com
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The process
Advancements in technology have allowed us to improve
the way we mould specialist seating. In the past plaster
was used but today we scan the patient cast using digital
software and CAD technology which is quicker and
cleaner.

Manufacturing
specialists
With over 20 years’ experience of manufacturing
specialist seating solutions, Ortho Europe’s SeatMatch
range of custom seating is fast becoming one of
the best in the business. Our extensive experience
of supplying NHS clinics up and down the UK, and
of supporting clients in export markets including
the Middle East equips us well to solve any seating
challenges you may have.

60+ years of combined knowledge

This way of assessing requires a seating specialist to visit
the client and sit them in a vacuum casting bag, once the
client is positioned correctly and optimally depending on
their posture and functionality requirements, air is drawn
from the vacuum bag and once we are satisfied that
the best possible position has been achieved the bag is
scanned using a 3D scanner, this image is then rendered
using high-tech software prior to being sent digitally to
our process engineering team. Once CAD rectification is
complete the seat user profile is then robot carved from
a block of foam, this then becomes the moulded seat
insert (MSI) or foam carved seat (FCS).

Our team of trained technicians will then complete the
manufacture of the seat ensuring the exact prescribed
specification is provided and all options and accessories
are securely fitted to the seat, whilst also interfacing the
seat to its intended wheelchair base. Once complete a
skilled team of upholsterers will set to work on covering
the seat.
Digital patterns are created and the seats are upholstered
by our team of seamstresses in the chosen material and
colour, making sure the cover fits the mould perfectly,
ensuring that there are no creases or seams which could
cause a pressure build up. The seat is then finished with
harnessing, headrest, footrest, and any other necessary
parts before undergoing quality checks prior to leaving
the factory to be supplied to the client.

With over 60 years of combined knowledge there isn’t
much the specialist seating team hasn’t done, from basic
modular seats that aid small postural ailments such as
mild scoliosis or pelvic obliquity, to complex, custom fully
moulded seating solutions.

Skilled engineers
SeatMatch custom seating is 100% manufactured at
the Ortho Europe factory in the UK by a team of skilled
engineers and technicians who are able to take the ideas
from assessment notes and turn them into working
products, not only this but they are able to do it in a timely
manner meeting the lead times required in our specialist
seating clinics.

Customer-focused service
3D scanning and advanced robotic carving support the
multidisciplinary specialist seating assessment team in
achieving the best possible result for moulded seating
options.
We offer innovative, modern solutions which can
interface with most market-leading powered and manual
wheelbases.
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Custom seating

Foam Carve Seat

Custom Seating

Our custom contoured seats (CCS-CORT) are specifically
designed and engineered for users who require an
advanced level of posture management that cannot be
met using conventional cushions, backrests or modular
seating. CSS-CORT provide a total contact solution, with
appropriate pressure distribution across the surface
area of the entire seat and/or back.

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Range of pressure relieving supportive foams
Maximum pressure redistribution
Custom moulded to suit your complex presentations
Available as seat or back only, or as a full system
Increased postural support and sitting tolerance
Available in a large range of fabrics and finishes
Compatible with most wheelchairs and available with
a wide range of accessories

Indications:
• Postural management
• Intervention
• Transportation

Available as:

Full seat

Custom Seating

Back only

Base only

Ordering information:

!

Please contact us for more information

ortho-europe.com
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Custom seating

Moulded Seat

Hybrid Seat

Our moulded seat can offer accommodation for
severe and complex postural needs for clients of all
ages. The foam density used is chosen depending on
the level of control required by the user.

Our custom contoured seats (CCS-FAB) are specifically
designed and engineered for users who require an
advanced level of posture management that cannot be
met using conventional cushions, backrests or modular
seating. CSS-FAB provide a total contact solution, with
appropriate pressure distribution across the surface
area of the entire seat and/or back.

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low profile design
Custom moulded to suit complex presentations
Available as seat or back only, or as a full system
ABS plastic shell requires no external framing
Available in a large range of fabrics and finishes
Compatible with most wheelchairs and available with
a wide range of accessories

Features
and benefits:
• Hyrbid design for maximisation of function
• Optimal combination of strong support and pressure
distribution
• Modular approach for users
• Available as seat or back only, or as a full system
• Available in a large range of fabrics and finishes
• Compatible with most wheelchairs and available with
a wide range of accessories

Indications:
• Increased postural management
• Intervention
• Transportation

Custom Seating

Custom seating

Indications:
• Flexible postural management
• Sagittal / vertical plan movement
• Transportation

Available as:

Available as:

Full seat

Back only

Base only
Two-piece seat

Ordering information:

!

Please contact us for more information
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Base only

Ordering information:

!
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Back only

Please contact us for more information
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Seating Base - Tilt in space

Caddy

Nomad

The Caddy is a fully modular seating system with
a flexible specification, accommodating for many
conditions. The chair supports early intervention and
posture control.

The Nomad is a fully-adaptable, custom-made
wheelchair, customised to the specific needs of each
individual user. Should the user’s needs change over
time, the Nomad’s adaptability allows it to change with
them: every part of the chair is both replaceable and
customisable. The Nomad is therefore a very flexible
and sustainable wheelchair, providing an economic
and environmental choice, it is also the lightest chair in
its class.

Features
and benefits:
• Low profile design
• Optimal combination of strong support and pressure
distribution
• Custom moulded to suit complex presentations
• Available as seat or back only, or as a full system
• ABS plastic shell requires no external framing
• Available in a large range of fabrics and finishes
• Compatible with most wheelchairs and available with
a wide range of accessories

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•

Lightweight modular frame starts at 10kg
Maximum load: 120kg
Fixed tilt from 0˚ to 20˚, with mechanical tilt to 38˚
Driver wheels: 12-28” anodised aluminium, with
integrated driver rings
• Castor wheels: 10-18cm with solid tyres
• Seat and backrest widths: 28-64cm
• Wheelbase length: 22-54cm

Indications:
• Increased postural management
• Intervention
• Transportation

Custom Seating

Modular Seat

Indications:
• Increased postural management
• Intervention
• Transportation

Available as:

Maneuverability:

Full seat

Back only

Base only
Tilt in space

Ordering information:

!
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Please contact us for more information

Ordering information:
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Negative tilt

Please contact us for more information

ortho-europe.com
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Seating Base - Tilt in space

Neo

Discovery wheelbases

The NEO wheelbases provide a unique telescopic width
adjustment and stainless steel construction, ensuring
durability, longevity and reusability. They are ideal for
use with a wide range of custom seating options and
interfaces, and a wide range of affordable accessories
are available to combine with the wheelbases.

The Discovery is a stable and adaptive wheelbase. Even
under high weight bearing load, you can easily handle
the Discovery because the rotation point of the seat tilt
has been placed very close to the front. For this reason,
the seating, system can be easily tilted by using the gas
compression springs.

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Features
and benefits:

Durable stainless steel construction
Variable backrest angle with 35˚ Tilt-in-Space
Adjustable seat depth: 390-460mm
Adjustable width: 370-510mm
Load capacity: 120kg
Telescopic push handles
Hub lock and/or wheel lock brakes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Durable stainless steel construction
Variable backrest angle with 35˚ Tilt-in-Space
Four size variants 360mm-500mm
Load capacity: 120kg
Telescopic push handles
Hub lock and/or wheel lock brakes

Indications:

Indications:

• Increased postural management
• Intervention
• Transportation

• Increased postural management
• Intervention
• Transportation

Maneuverability:

Maneuverability:

Recline

Custom Seating

Seating Base - Tilt in space

Recline

Tilt in space

Tilt in space

Negative tilt

Ordering information:

Ordering information:
Model No

Model type

Brake type

Sizes ( Width)

Model No

Model type

Brake type

Sizes ( Width)

SWS/NEO30F

Neo budget

Wheel lock only

370mm to 500mm

OTT-SG-32-36

Discovery standard

Wheel lock only

360mm

SWS/NEO10F

Neo disc

Attendant disc

370mm to 500mm

OTT-SG-32-40

Discovery standard

Wheel lock only

400mm

SWS/NEO12F

Neo hub

Attendant hub

370mm to 500mm

OTT-SG-32-45

Discovery standard

Wheel lock only

450mm

SWS/NEO20F

Neo big wheel (self propel)

Attendant hub

370mm to 500mm

OTT-SG-32-50

Discovery standard

Wheel lock only

500mm
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Headrests

Headrests
We supply a range of headrests which can provide support to the head
and neck for individuals who need additional help in holding their
head upright, and to those using tilt-in-space wheelchairs. We offer
custom solutions for basic to complex needs, with a range of headrest
shapes, sizes, mounting hardware, and cover materials.

Postural Supports

Each of these headrests is compatible with all Seat Match seating
systems:

Plush
A basic, single-pad headrest formed from dual density foam
layers on a contoured, curved panel. A unique “cupping” shape
provides posterior head support with a high degree of comfort
and safety.

Single Pad
A single-pad headrest system with posterior and lateral support
to the head and neck for clients with unique needs. A number of
custom solutions are available within the Speciality PLUSH range

Contoured Cradle
A single-pad headrest, contoured to a unique anatomical shape
to enhance posterior and lateral support to the head and neck.
The Contoured Cradle offers a high degree of comfort and
positioning in a simple-to-adjust head support.

Postural Supports

S.O.F.T Dual Sub-Occipital
A three-pad headrest, providing the maximum occipital and
proximal lateral cervical support for more aggressive positioning
of the head and neck. Consistent and repeatable client
positioning is required for best performance.

Heads Up
An innovative headrest, designed to maximise the user’s
interaction with their environment by providing anterior,
posterior, and lateral support of the head and neck. Swing-out
adjustable arms accommodate varying user presentations and
transfers.

ortho-europe.com
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Pelvic Positioning

Harnesses

Belts

Our harness range is designed to provide support and stability to the upper trunk area of a
wheelchair user.

The Seat Match pelvic belt range is designed to provide postural support and stability to
the pelvis of a wheelchair user. Packs of mounting components are included, ensuring no
compromise when fitting any of our pelvic belts.

All of our harnesses are designed for postural support only, and must not be used as the sole
method of restraint during vehicle transportation. They are also designed to be used with a suitable
pelvic belt.

Dynamic Harness
Part No

These belts must not be used as the sole method of occupant restraint during vehicle
transportation.

Four Point Single Pull - Padded

H009 -SM

H010 - SM

H011 - SM

Small

Medium

Large

A

110mm

145mm

175mm

B

180mm

230mm

260mm

C

160mm

200mm

230mm

D

45mm

50mm

60mm

Two Point Single Pull - Padded

Ordering information:

Sternum Harness

Metal Buckle

Small

Medium

Large

H012 -SM

H004 - SM

H005 - SM

Belt size

150mm x 40mm

170mm x 60mm

230mm x 70mm

Small

Medium

Large

Webbing

25mm

40mm

40mm

A

225mm

255mm

260mm

Two point single pull - padded

BMB-001-S -SM

BMB-001-M-SM

BMB-001-L-SM

B

270mm

330mm

460mm

Four point single pull - padded

BMB-002-S-SM

BMB-002-M-SM

BMB-002-L-SM

C

130mm

155mm

200mm

D

60mm

60mm

60mm

E

130mm

150mm

200mm

H006 -SM

H007 - SM

H008 - SM

Small

Medium

Large

A

300mm

330mm

430mm

B

95mm

115mm

145mm

C

45mm

65mm

75mm

Part No

Postural Supports

Trunk Support

Four Point Single Pull - Padded

Two Point Single Pull - Padded

Shoulder Harness
Part No

18
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Ordering information:
Plastic Buckle

Small

Medium

Large

Pad Size

150mm x 40mm

170mm x 60mm

230mm x 70mm

Webbing

25mm

40mm

40mm

Two point

BPB-004-S-SM

BPB-004-M-SM

BPB-004-L-SM

Four point

BPB-005-S-SM

BPB-005-M-SM

BPB-005-L-SM

ortho-europe.com
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Foot Supports

Foot Supports

Padded Footbox

A positive, discreet, easily adjustable method of
securing the users feet. With the ankle secured and the
rest of the foot allowed to move naturally, the user has
the sense of freedom.

Designed to protect the lower extremities from injury
and skin breakdown resulting from periods of high
tone, Seat Match Padded Foot Boxes are available in
three stock sizes to suit individual client needs.

Anklesures are available in five sizes and in two styles
of strap closure - hook and loop or side release plastic
buckle.

Custom sizes and designs are also available.

Postural Supports

Anklesures

Ordering information:
Part No

Width Inside

Width Overall

Inside Length

Height

FOR/FOOTBOX1

28.5cm

33cm

20cm

10cm

FOR/FOOTBOX2

33.5cm

38cm

22cm

12cm

FOR/FOOTBOX3

39cm

43.5cm

25cm

14cm

Measure guide:
Item

Part No

Closure type

Size

Circumference

Anklesures buckle closure pair

AS001/B-SM

Buckle

XS

155-200mm

Anklesures buckle closure pair

AS002/B-SM

Buckle

S

160-215mm

Anklesures buckle closure pair

AS003/B-SM

Buckle

M

175-230mm

Anklesures buckle closure pair

AS004/B-SM

Buckle

L

240-295mm

Anklesures buckle closure pair

AS005/B-SM

Buckle

XL

295-350mm

Anklesures velcro closure pair

AS001-SM

Velcro

XS

155-200mm

Anklesures velcro closure pair

AS002-SM

Velcro

S

160-215mm

Anklesures velcro closure pair

AS003-SM

Velcro

M

175-230mm

Anklesures velcro closure pair

AS004-SM

Velcro

L

240-295mm

Anklesures velcro closure pair

AS005-SM

Velcro

XL

295-350mm

20
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Foot Caps
Designed to provide support of the feet, heels and
ankles, Foot-caps help improve overall positioning.
Choose from four styles with varying levels of support.

Part No

Overall Length Rear width (Ankle)

Front width (Toe)

Max Shoe size

ROL-FS-K-180

175mm

87mm

69mm

UK2 /34 EU

ROL-FS-K-215

209mm

103mm

73mm

UK 2.5/35EU

ROL-FS-K-240

236mm

115mm

89mm

UK4.5/37EU

ROL-FS-K-280

286mm

141mm

108mm

UK 10.5/45EU

ROL-FS-K-320

329mm

158mm

125mm

UK15/ 50EU

ortho-europe.com
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Foot Supports

Therapy Trays
Our Therapy Trays are designed to help prevent forward
leaning, providing a flat surface for daily activities. The
flat surface can also promote torso alignment whilst
sitting in the wheelchair. The bracket set required
allows the tray to be slid into place and ensures it is
secure when in use.

The process

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•

Effective wheelchair provision is about prescribing the
right solution for the client’s specific needs. For some
it will be needed for a quick trip to the shops and for
others to provide a seat for a large part of the day. If
incorrectly fitted it can cause more problems than it
solves. However, it shouldn’t be difficult or expensive to
find the right wheelchair in terms of fit, comfort, and
suitability for the environment in which the client lives.
Getting it right involves getting accurate measurements,

Therapy table in plastic
Thickness: 8 mm
Transparent
Assembly kit included

checking the seating position, considering the client’s
personal medical conditions and their immediate
surroundings which could include narrow doors, ramps,
or tight corners, and finally discussing how they want
to use the device. Getting a chair with the right fitting
is essential which is why Greencare takes the time to
interpret measurements and requirements and convert
them into a wheelchair that will be fit for purpose and
comfortable in use.

Ordering information:
Part No

Overall width

Bracket length

Cut out

Wheelchair width

ROL-TP-L1

600mm

570mm

300mm

380-460mm

ROL-TP-L2

675mm

570mm

300mm

460mm-540mm

ROL-TP-L3

775mm

570mm

300mm

560-640mm

Therapy Trays with Lip
Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•

Therapy table in plastic
Thickness: 5 mm
Transparent with front stop
Assembly kit for 25-31 mm arm rest attachment
included

Ordering information:
Part No

Overall width

Bracket length

Cut out

Wheelchair width

ROL-TP-650-31-MK

650mm

570mm

300mm

380-480mm
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Standard Transit

Easy 1 – Attendant
The Easy 1 Attendant Black Edition wheelchair is a crash
tested lightweight aluminium folding wheelchair ideal
for occasional use with an occupant carrying weights of
114kg.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wheelchairs

Features
and benefits:
Tension adjustable back half folding
Lap belt
Attendant brake & parking brake
Vanity flap
Puncture proof tyres
Flip back arm rest
Crash tested
Calf strap, rear pocket

Indications:
• Occasional use
• Transportation

Options and extras
• Elevating leg rests
• Stump supports
• Anti-tippers
• Padded belt

Ordering information:

Wheelchairs

Width x Depth

Width x Depth

Product code

Inches

mm

16 x 17

405 x 430

EASY1-16ATT.TENSION

17 x 17

430 x 430

EASY1-17ATT.TENSION

18 x 17

457 x 430

EASY1-18ATT.TENSION

20 x 17

508 x 430

EASY1-19ATT.TENSION

ortho-europe.com
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Lightweight Prescriptive

Standard Self Propel

Easy 1 – Self Propel

DB1 – Compact

The Easy 1 Self-Propel Black Edition Wheelchair is a
crash tested lightweight aluminium folding wheelchair
ideal for occasional use with an occupant carrying
weights of 114kg.

The DB1 manual wheelchair is prescribed for individual
user requirements. The compact configuration is
designed for everyday use enabling the wheelchair to
be as modified as required according to the functional
and clinical requirements of the user with the end goal
of enhancing independence and lifestyle choices.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tension adjustable back half folding backrest
Lap belt
Attendant brake & parking brake
Vanity flap
24” puncture proof tyres
Flip back arm rest
Crash tested
Calf strap, rear pocket

Indications:
• Occasional use
• Transportation

Wheelchairs

Features
and benefits:
Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Puncture proof tyres
Ultra-soft upholstery
Flip-back armrests
Folding backrest
Removable leg rest
Flip back arm rest,
Crash tested
Calf strap, rear pocket
Double cross brace

Indications:
Options and extras

• Everyday use
• Postural control
• Independence

• Elevating leg rests
• Stump supports
• Anti-tippers
• Padded belt

Options and extras

Ordering information:
Width x Depth

Width x Depth

Product code

Inches

mm

16 x 17

405 x 430

EASY1-16SP.TENSION

17 x 17

430 x 430

EASY1-17SP.TENSION

18 x 17

457 x 430

EASY1-18SP.TENSION

20 x 17

508 x 430

EASY1-19SP.TENSION

•
•
•
•

Modular builds / custom frames
Elevating leg rests
Stump supports
Postural supports

Standard sizes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seat width: 15” - 18” / 380mm - 460mm
Seat depth: 15” or 17” / 380mm or 430mm
Standard push handle height: 35.5” / 900mm
Seat back height: 19” / 480mm
Low seat to ground height: 17.5” / 450mm
Multi position COG axle
Weight capacity: rated for users up to: 135k

Compatible with Seat Match
•
•
•
•
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CCS CORT
MSI-QC
CCS-FAB
CCS-CADDY
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Active Prescriptive

DB1 – 11 Degree frame

DB1 – Seating base

The DB1-11 Degree manual wheelchair is prescribed for
individual user requirements. As standard this version is
configured with an inbuilt rake of 11 degrees to promote
posture and comfort.

The DB1 manual wheelchair can be prescribed
specifically for integration of seating bases and seating
systems. This configuration can cater for the needs and
requirements of a complex seating system. The overall
reduction of components enhances manoeuvrability
and energy efficiency when combined with slick tyres,
lightweight wheels and low profile castors.

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11* standard frame
Puncture proof tyres
Flip-back armrests
Folding backrest
Removable leg rest
Head rest extension
Crash tested
Calf strap, rear pocket
Double cross brace

Indications:
• Passive users
• Postural control
• Independence

Options and extras
•
•
•
•
•

Modular builds / custom frames
Elevating leg rests
Stump supports
Postural supports
Recliner

Wheelchairs

Standard Self Propel

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lightweight configuration
Slick tyres
Ultra-soft easy-to-upholstery
Low profile skirt guards
Fixed leg rests
Zero degree or 11 degree frame as standard
25mm round seat rails
Fixed back posts

Indications:
• Everyday active use
• Independence

Options and extras
•
•
•
•

Modular builds / custom frames
Fixed leg rests
Fixed frames
Postural supports

Standard sizes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seat width: 15” - 22” / 380mm - 558mm
Seat depth: 15”,17”,19” / 380mm/ 430mm /482mm
Recliner option
Back post options of 14, 21, 26 and 31 degrees
Low seat to ground height: 17.5” / 450mm
Weight capacity: rated for users up to: 135kg

Compatible with Seat Match
•
•
•
•
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Standard sizes:
•
•
•
•
•

Seat width: 14” - 20” / 355mm - 508mm
Seat depth: 15”,17”,19” / 380mm / 430mm / 483mm
Low seat to ground height: 17.5” / 450mm
Multi position COG axle
Weight capacity: rated for users up to: 125kg

Compatible with Seat Match
•
•
•
•

CCS CORT
MSI-QC
CCS-FAB
CCS-CADDY
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Paediatric Prescriptive

DB1 – Heavy Duty

DB1 – Junior

The DB1 Manual Wheelchair is prescribed for individual
user requirements. The heavy-duty configuration can
cater for the needs and requirements of users up to a
carry weight limit of 32 stone / 200kg. The frame and
components are reinforced yet lightweight at just 25kg
and are designed to help promote independence and
support lifestyle choices.

The DB1 Junior Wheelchair is prescribed for individual
user requirements. The chair can be made from both a
single and double aluminium brace for added strength.
Rated for users up to 100kg, the Junior DB1 is a folding
wheelchair built for the younger person which can be
easily adapted to accommodate growth or changing
needs.

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Triple cross brace
Reinforced side panels
Internal reinforced armrest
110° swing away footrests
10° backrest

Indications:
• Bariatric presentation
• Postural control
• Independence

Options and extras
•
•
•
•
•

Modular builds / custom frames
Elevating leg rests
Hub brakes
Back rest extensions
Postural supports

Standard sizes:
•
•
•
•
•

Seat width: 20”, 22”, 24” and 26”.
Seat depths of 19” and 21”.
Seat to ground heights can be between 17 ½” and 23”
Multi position COG axle
Weight capacity: rated for users up to: 200kg

Compatible with Seat Match
•
•
•
•
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Wheelchairs

Bariatric Prescriptive

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•

Lightweight frame
Foldable for stowage
Coloured accents and decals
Modular growth system

Indications:
• Paediatrics’
• Postural control
• Independence

Options and extras
•
•
•
•
•

Modular builds / custom frames
Elevating leg rests
Hub brakes
Back rest extensions
Postural supports

Standard sizes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seat width: 11” - 15” / 280mm - 380mm
Seat depth: 13” or 15” / 330mm or 380mm
Standard push handle height: 35.5” / 900mm
Seat back height: 19” / 480mm
Low seat to ground height: 17.5” / 450mm
Weight capacity: rated for users up to: 100kg

Compatible with Seat Match
•
•
•
•

CCS CORT
MSI-QC
CCS-CADDY
CCS-FAB

ortho-europe.com
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Power - Prescriptive

DB1 – Front Propel

EP1C – Power Chair

Rated for users up to 125kg, the Front Propel DB1 is
designed to allow the user to turn tight corners at ease
as the back wheels are located in a reverse action to
give the chair a better turning circle. This chair also
benefits users with muscle medical issues.

This dynamic lightweight powered wheelchair uses the
highly acclaimed Greencare standard DB1 double brace
frame fashioned from aircraft grade aluminium. It is
designed primarily for indoor use but has some outdoor
capability for use in shopping centres, hospitals, and
schools.

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•

Lightweight frame
Foldable for stowage
Coloured accents and decals
Modular growth system

Indications:
• Bariatric presentation
• Postural control
• Independence

With a super compact turning circle, the EP1C Power
Chair is designed for occupants up to 125kg in weight
and the chair weighs a mere 41kg including batteries
and motors. In terms of weight and performance
nothing else comes close. The chair even folds with the
batteries in place so is ideal for locations where space is
at a premium.

Wheelchairs

Reverse configuration

Features
and benefits:
• Lightweight frame
• Foldable for stowage
• Linx control system

Options and extras
•
•
•
•
•

Modular builds / custom frames
Elevating leg rests
Hub brakes
Back rest extensions
Postural supports

Standard sizes:
• Seat width: 15” - 20” or 22” / 380mm - 508mm or
560mm
• Seat depth: 15”, 17” or 19” / 380mm, 430mm or 480mm
• Standard push handle height: 35.5” / 900mm
• Seat back height: 19” / 480mm
• Low seat to ground height
• Weight capacity: rated for users up to 135kg
Compatible with Seat Match
•
•
•
•

CCS CORT
MSI-QC
CCS-FAB
CCS-CADDY

Indications:
• Paediatrics’
• Postural control
• Independence

Options and extras
•
•
•
•

Modular builds / custom frames
Elevating leg rests
Back rest extensions
Postural supports

Standard sizes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seat width: 15”, 17”, 18”/ 380mm, 430mm, 460mm
Seat depth: 15” or 17” / 380mm or 430mm
Max speed: 4 mph / 6.4 km/h
Maximum safe slope: 10°
Motor power: 200w
Weight: 28kg (without batteries) / 41kg (with batteries)
Turning circle: 1640mm - 1800mm

Compatible with Seat Match
•
•
•
•
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Cushions

Cushions
Uniquely-designed cushion surface improves posture whilst increasing
the support surface area.

Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3D, anatomically-shaped polyurethane moulded foam design
Disperses weight away from specific pressure points
Contoured surface reduces potential for shear and friction forces
Pommel encourages good posture and allows air circulation
Deep cushion, appropriate for heavier or bony clients
Suitable for individuals at moderate risk of developing pressure ulcers
A dual layer cushion, combining visco elastic foam with a highlyresilient foam base to provide added support to those who require
added comfort when in a wheelchair

Essential Visco
Features
and benefits:
• Top layer: high-density, temperature-sensitive visco elastic memory
foam
• Conforms to body shape
• Combines exceptional comfort with full support
• Provides additional pressure redistribution and comfort
• Base layer: high-density foam
• Provides added support
• Prevents cushion from bottoming out
• Ensures longevity
• Suitable for individuals at low risk of developing pressure ulcers
• Cushion combining a slim, contoured foam base with a dual layer of
gel sacs to provide superior protection

Solution
Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Propad Si
Features
and benefits:

Wheelchairs

Contour

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One-piece moulded foam design
Provides high-level immersion for excellent pressure redistribution
Stable platform for excellent side transfers
Durable and highly resilient
Can be used any way up and placed in any direction
Embedded silicone fluid gel sac insert
Redistributes pressure
Envelops protruding bony prominences
Superior skin protection and shear management
Protected with a multi-stretch water-resistant cover, with a Platilon
liner as standard
• May be used as either a wheelchair or armchair cushion
• Suitable for individuals at high risk of developing pressure ulcers
• Flat cushion designed to offer a high level of pressure relief and
redistribution

Propad V
Features
and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One-piece moulded foam design
Lightweight, moulding to patient shape
Stable platform for excellent side transfers
Durable and highly resilient
Can be used any way up and placed in any direction
Visco elastic insert
Provides high level immersion, pressure redistribution, and stabilisation
Angled base design ensures seamless transition
Protected with a multi-stretch water-resistant cover, with a Platilon liner
as standard
• Sewn intelligent fabric cover provided as standard
• May be used as either a wheelchair or armchair cushion
• Suitable for individuals at high risk of developing pressure ulcers

Dual-layer silicon fluid gel sac top layer
Segmented to allow dynamic gel redistribution around user
3D, anatomically-shaped polyurethane foam base layer
Significantly increases support surface area
Enhances pressure redistribution, ride comfort, and postural support
Low profile: beneficial for facilitation of side transfers
Suitable for individuals at very high risk of developing pressure ulcers
Flat cushion designed to offer a high level of pressure relief and
redistribution

innovation that moves you
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Swatches

Colours and materials
We offer a comprehensive range of fabrics and finishes for all of our Seat Match products.
Spacer Fabric
Spacer fabric uses a microfilament yarn between two fabrics, creating a breathable
microclimate between the layers. Heat and vapour are allowed to leave the body, making
it an ideal option for seat cushions.
We offer 16 different colour variations.

Greencare app
for prescription
on the move
Black Hellium

Black Spacer

Black Terry Cloth

Blue Terry Cloth

Charcoal Grey Spacer

Green Spacer

Maroon Spacer

Orange Spacer

Pink Spacer

Pink Terry Cloth

Purple Terry Cloth

Quilted Red

Red Spacer

Red Terry Cloth

Royal Blue Spacer

Silver Spacer
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•
•
•
•
•

Request a quotation
Order spare parts
Live chat
Product documentation
Add to your Google contacts with our
handy ‘Add to contacts’ button
• View all our key information in the
palm of your hand

Ortho Europe Headquarters
Ability House, Nuffield Way
Abingdon, OX14 1RL
United Kingdom
+ 44 (0)1235 552895
info@ortho-europe.com
www.ortho-europe.com

Ortho Europe BV
Vleugelboot 20
3991 CL Houten
Netherlands
+31 (0)30 634 1681
info@ortho-europe.nl
www.ortho-europe.nl

Ortho Europe SARL
450 rue Baden Powell
34000, Montpellier
France
+33 (0)4 67 99 88 55
info@ortho-europe.fr
www.ortho-europe.fr

Nordic Ortopedica AB
Hyvelgatan 37
SE-741 71 Knivsta,
Sweden
+46 (0)18 34 92 91
info@nordicortopedica.se
www.nordicortopedica.se

